Golan
Heights
day tr
ip

We shall depart from the center of Israel
towards the north.
After 1 hour and a half drive we shall
reach a magnificent observation point
of the lake of galilee in which we shall
have a coffee and cookies and other
surprises.
After hearing about the history and
geography of the place , we shall ride
on special “ Ranger “ vehicles for a
unique tour.
We shall see historical places around
the lake of Galilee including the sites
connected to Christian history and other
unique places unknown even to locals .
We shall have the option to swim in the
lake and enjoy the beauty of the wild
nature.
After this special activity we shall
proceed to the Golan Heights and stop

in one of the memorials for the 1973
Yom Kipur War which is connected to
an amazing untold story of the war.
We shall proceed to a local boutique
winery and will be able to hear about
the wine production in the Golan heights.
Here we shall have also our special lunch
including tasting of the local wines,
cheese and exotic local food.
We shall proceed to see a deserted
headquarters of the Syrian army and
hear the story of the famous Israeli spy
Eli Cohen who visited the Golan Heights
and was hanged in Damascus.
We shall wrap up the tour in the
observation of the “Valley of Tears“
where a major tank battle was held during
the 1973 Yom Kipur War.
Return to the hotel.

Enjoy and fall in love
with the magical nature
and history of Israel!
Janddy Tours Israel is offering:

Trips in the nature, unknown places
to most of the travelers!
Small groups

Trips and special
meals in amazing
locations and
observation points

Unique attractions
and experience

For details and bookings:
Info@azjanddytours.com

An experienced
local guide

A special gift to
every guest

